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Transformation

M U T U T A L A I D C O M M U N I T I E S P R E S E N T S

We are compelled to take part in the movements of today, from responding to 

the horrors of the Trump administration, to demanding that Black Lives

Matter, to staving off ecological collapse. Many of us have been at it a while 

—especially those communities that have been forced to struggle for 

generations—and some of us are just beginning to get involved. We all bring 

a great deal with us, but we don't start with everything, and we can—must

—always be learning more. 

                                                 those of any level of experience who want 

their resistance to have more of an impact, who dream of co-creating a better 

world, who want to start a community or to build the resilience and capacity 

of an existing one, and for those who are ready to move from simple change 

to deep transformation.

THIS COURSE IS FOR 



    keeping at it for the long haul 

 in the context of our lives 

how transformation is made

understanding power and oppression

  connecting this work to the spirit

building effective communities

tapping into the yearning for all to be free

Process

Strategy

Collectivity

Grounding

Analysis

Sustainability

You  

Each of these components  rely upon on the others—and they all must be present. 

How To Change Everything: The Components of Social Transformation draws on 

wisdom from the margins and is designed to amplify our personal and collective 

effectiveness in building a just, peaceful, ecologically sustainable world.

Each module is 8-weeks long and 
consists of a weekly one-hour live 

session, with discussion and guided 
reflection in between. Participants 

are connected through online 
platforms, and each session is 

recorded and available for later 
viewing. A new session of Module 1 

begins the first week of every 
month, and space is limited. 

Module 1   
Relational Foundations 

Module 2   
Anayses of Power

Module 3   
Strategies of Transformation

Module 4   
Processes for Building 
a New World

In-person trainings and workshops are also available, custom-tailored to your group, 

organization, or community with an emphasis on building collective power

$195  per module 

 - or - 

$750 entire series 

scholarships and group rates available 
 proceeds support planting & growing 
communities of resistance & resilience 


